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In my dreams, I am the president
When I awake, I am the beggar of the world.
Traditional Afghan Landay
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Pa r t 1 / / D r e a m s

Untie me from the fabric

			

& let the threads

		
								
						 drift away

on the wind...
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Sand Mandala
Using water to gild wild flowers with gold leaf
for hours.
The technique requires practise that few will ever
master,
yet still you keep trying,
while the world around you ignores all that you
want to
give: a delicate gift;
desperate attempt to prove that you still exist,
before a silence, so profound,
descends, just as you’ve been dreaming of
ever since
your first fascination
with gold leaf & flowers.

Here in the light
Here in the light
that forever fights the darkness,
we exist. Incomplete
objects.
Nothing more than sentience yet
always there’s a surplus;
effervescence of neurological excess,
&
the contingent biological flesh
deceived
by the thoughts that haunt us
&
always finding ways to evade our gaze.
We call this thing our Self.
We can never own it, never know it,
not by demanding
or calmly asking
but we can find it,
sometimes,
in other eyes.
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Dancing
Insistent whispers from distant places,
tease & menace;
the hold is held1,
coils then melds, melts & is gone forever.
Solid & insubstantial, all objects
whole & partial
resist or yield,
or stubbornly reveal futility
to be both the cause & death of meaning:
every answer
a more graceful dancer than the question;
never ending
tension between existence & being.
It slips away,

eternally
within the reach,
of a grip that cannot keep what it holds:
grains of sand in the hands of a creature
who doesn’t understand
either...

Broken c orollas
Pressing flowers between the pages of
stolen poetry books,
not knowing
or caring
how long the process took,
if it would work or just cover us
in the evanescing colours
of broken corollas...
Gladly wasting away the day
we’d discussed stolen poetry books &
plucked flowers;
distinctions & equivalence;
the thrill of transgression,
the ambiguity of possession.
Currents of nuance ran through us
as consequence of curvatures
in time;
of our spines &
invisible lines

where the light bends, blends & divides.
When the flowers faded &
dried,
we knew wasted time is not a wasted life,
only
that our ideas about true beauty
make it hard to live...
but if you promise to stay
I’ll promise not to leave
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The Gaze

W h at w e c a n n o t ta l k a b o u t

The gaze contains a curse & a gift, it
turns us into an object yet
confirms that we exist2.

Words as thoughts,
as the libidinal urge
of consciousness.

The vision of the other can either
become a prison, a figment
of our imagination, or
the one & only means of escape:

Words as the sound of thoughts that drown
trying to escape the cave,
through the mouth.

take your pick, because either way
it’s not what you think;

Words as inert, lifeless objects
that become the conduit
for what I want to believe:

the light decides
between a painting or a stain,
between pleasure or pain...

that thought is feeling, & feeling
has meaning beyond the context of this
place where we must exist;

everywhere & nowhere but
always outside,
it will eat us alive
from the inside:
a black hole
into which we sink
as comprehending apperception
& thoughts of what the others think,
twist the thread
again & again...

that we can learn to live in peace
with the silence that speaks from beyond the symbol;
that brushing my fingers along your cheek
down to your collarbone,
without ever needing to speak,
you know what I’m trying to say…

...until the light fights back,
& unties the knots:
there is not (yet)
an answer, only the fantasy of two dancers
moving slowly then faster,
both tragic & absurd,
as an audience laughs
& cries as they turn.
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The Dream
Before the shimmer of colour dissolves into images
& the senses synchronise,
before objects gain permanence
& noise becomes language,
as instinct urges
the first scream of protest,
the craving begins:
to touch & to be touched.
A dream proceeds through the senses,
through sadness, through elation,
through bitter-sweet isolation,
& the aleatory revelation
when first we notice the symmetry
between our veins & those
of the leaves:
the dream
that we can reach out to touch
not just the surface but
ineffable essence.
Melancholia is our mourning for,
& fucking our delirious affirmation of,
this dream;
speech
is our abstract acceptance
that the dream is impossible,
& your smile is the only reason
I sometimes still believe it isn’t,
because
there are more ways than one
to touch & to be touched.
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Alive
Here we’re alive.
Here we are as we love & complain,
orgasm & menstruate;
vomit & piss & waste our hate
on the smallest of things.
Here we are
with or without
mothers, fathers, brothers, sisters;
comrades or enemies;
consumers or revolutionaries3,
attack or defence,
for or against:
reasons so solid yet insubstantial
at the same time.
An accident upon infinite accidents,
so improbable
as to constitute a miracle,
here we’re alive
to the glorious light:
your life is not a cage, a stage
or a performance,
it’s just an accident.
You’re alive, &
one day
you
will
die.
So...laugh until we burst?4
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Pa r t 2 / / N i g h t m a r e s

One hundred years of solitude, within one day,

between four walls;
red to ochre
bloodstains all over the floor.
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E m p t y T o d ay
Empty today.
Empty.
Today, empty grey sky gave way to weak purple light
& I saw small:
distant stars, so far apart…
Empty today.
Empty.
Today the walls will not look back at me because
vision is just a trick of the light
& so am I.

Mythology
In the beginning
there were two Lovers & one Mother.
The Lovers believed in her dreams & she
believed that memory hides like
shadows in light,
like death in life.
The Lovers soon decided that
they wanted pretty lies
&,
equating beauty with simplicity,
demanded a story explaining everything.
So the Mother told them
that songbirds never remain in cages
without dreams of escaping;
that agape love
is a concept only a virgin could conceive of,
because rejection is integral
to all romance:
that others
must be sacrificed to indifference
or love means nothing; fabric stretched too thin
always tears apart at the seams.
The Lovers rejected this:
they wanted comforting,
to believe in their selflessness
& inherent goodness.
So they ignored the Mother, searched
for a new teacher & found the Father.
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The Father took the little songbirds &
plucked out all their feathers;
broke their necks
to make them
appreciate
the sky,
& refused to answer any questions
including “why?”.

Enough
You have a favourite tree in this city,
& the one he hung himself from
is in the same public garden.
You took me there once:
2 a.m.
We were drunk.
You climbed the trunk & sat on the branch
where he swung
for hours, years ago, until
the grounds-keeper found him in the morning.
& quit their job soon after.
He is always somewhere in your mind,
the memories you want desperately to survive
come flooding back to you sometimes
& the pain in your eyes is unbearable.
So much trauma.
Every year
you plant flowers at the base of the tree.
Every year
you despair as age reminds you again
just how young he was.
So much trauma.
I asked permission
& you let me sit on the branch with you.
Looking down on the ground,
every suicidal thought returned &
I realised I wasn’t ready;
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I wanted
to lay beneath a cherry tree
& bleed, buried in its fallen blossoms:
no,
I wasn’t ready then...
Was your friend?
You asked me & the only answer
that I could find
was that some of us need more
than life can provide,
but we search
until the searching
becomes too much.

Mourning & Modern Knowledge
Permutations of motion though matter;
the ecstatic union of void & fire;
mutation arrayed
in differential display:
is this
use of language the only way
for the feeling to fade
& finally escape
from my bones?
Can’t I ever
go beyond what is here in front of me
& reach the place
I want to be?
No.
Escaping the maze
is not an option,
so I remain trapped
in oxymoronic structure;
the point
where concept concedes to content;
when precision
& all measurement
reach their limitation,
but grammar still remains needed
for practical reasons.
Without language there is
no way to express
this sense
of frustration & unease
echoing through me,
as I witness
unbounded expansions
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ripple & sway
when thrown stones
disturb the surface of a lake,
reverberate
in brief undulations,
& sink
slowly
until they can be seen
no longer:
nothing ever
disappears completely...
but you’re too far away
for me to care.
Even if absences linger within
every presence,
there’s nothing comforting
in that knowledge:
what remains of the lost
is not enough.

T h e E y e s o f D e at h 5
So that you wouldn’t die so undignified,
I wanted to force a black rose
down your throat, so
that the thorns
would pierce your larynx
& silence
the animal noises;
a language
capable of expressing
only pain & existence,
both
belonging to you alone.
Your cells were in rebellion.
First, they conquered your lungs,
before taking your liver
& then,
traversing your spine,
they laid siege to your brain:
dead pixels in your irises,
made me
think of machinery, but
technology
doesn’t feel pain.
Hours dragged past like sandpaper against glass.
I held your hand, sat by the bedside as
you died,
until suddenly, what remained of you
sat upright
& pulled me close enough to hear
your last words...
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When the night c omes black6

& that’s when I saw it, in the final moment
of your lucidity:
the eyes of death
staring back at me

Tattered feathers matted with carrion,
poisonous blood & a gland beneath the
tongue
containing venom waiting to be sprayed
into the face of innocent creatures:
a hideous specimen, we should not
refrain from judgment; look & see
what it really is:
a mistake.
Let it die unmourned, like morning worms
without the worth;
nothing can be birthed from this thing.
Watch it’s shaking skull cage, let the taloned
brain starve in it’s rage & let the last blood drop of it’s heart fall from self-inflicted
wounds into the dark,
unnoticed...
...& stop reading:
stop writing,
just
stop.
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The present absence
A present absence expands & contracts,
hollow at the core as
thin thoughts
convinced that words
can poison internal organs
collapse
into a pool of stagnant water
where no light survives.

new meds, new promises
& the slow return of memories that always
break your fall;
the pale shimmer
of phosphorescent ghosts.

The days
fold & fall away
leaving only the faintest trace
of what once
existed…
grotesque
& never-ending,
a thing somehow still alive, like
a zombie
convulsing on the floor
in a room
with an unlockable door;
the Will conflicted, torn
between hatred
of daylight & fear of the night
that brings tapeworms beneath the skin:
rip them out, one by one
until the arms are nothing more
than wet ribbons of red
draped across bones.
Then wake up
alone
without hope
that this will end the way it always does:
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K i n g Pa n i c
With so many questions lacking answers
& too many others
lacking comfort,
& the days slipping past us
faster & faster,

returns me,
& the questions no longer matter:
without an answer
there can be no question to begin with.

once again King Panic7 wins:
thin layer of foil beneath the skin8,
& as if in a dream
wind contributes to the scene:
the rain hard & wild against the window,
& the Sun fleeing the grey sky
as tired eyes
shrink from the fading light.
Sullen shudders of self-awareness &
the contemplation
of desperate measures.
Sensing this, the
tachhyonic voltage running
between us
prompts you to ask:
“What’s wrong?”
& though
I fail to convey it to you
through speech,
language is not all that we need
for us both to believe
that the other understands:
the calm of your hand against my neck
slowly
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Epilogue // Escape…

Instinct compels & yet the words insist:

something else still exists,
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I r e m e m b er w h e n w e w er e you ng 9
When we were young
They told us
“Never look directly at the Sun”.
& for a while we didn’t.
Not from deference
to the authority of parents,
but out of reverence
for the warmth:
It was the animal - the It
& not the I - that compelled us
to wear the warm veil of our eyelids
when we dared to approach the source
of all light & benevolent warmth...
...but we’re not young any more, so
we looked & what we saw
changed us forever.
Now
we stand before ancient energy,
a violence our gaze can never meet,
as small animals
lost
in a fatal & final ecstasy
of rebellion.
But I remember
when we were young.

U n s av e d D o c u m e n t
Returned now to habitude & ugly
old attitudes resume.
Refrain from razor-blades against
the skin
but now place them instead between the teeth
so during sleep the mouth
fills with blood
forcing shame to keep
a silence unredeemed
by graceful movement or delicate features;
eyes that do not see the open,
absent
of the pulsation, the differentiation
separating
life from death, death from dying.
Until, once again, the morning comes when
a mother bends to brush against
her child
& the animal rejoins the wild challenge
of existence:
begin a new day, with
different hunters, different prey yet
always the same ancient struggle
despite
the panic, the shit, the pain that afflicts
all living things.
Grace is acceptance, grace is
defiance;
for the hunter to eat the prey must die,
& for each to drink
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the gaze must sink down toward the water.
There, where the reflection resides.
There, where there is nowhere
to hide.
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This book has been written in support of the Sheffieldbased Spirit of the Rainbow Heron:
‘Spirit of the Rainbow Heron promotes mental
wellbeing for young people through creativity, in
memory of our friend Dora. We also use creative
activities to change perceptions of mental health and
support young artists to develop their own innovative
projects.
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Attribution 4.0 International License.
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We run the monthly Rainbow Heron Late Night Café
which provides a quiet place to sit, read, play games,
listen to music, talk, relax or take part in informal art
activities with volunteers and artists from different
groups across Sheffield.
Contact us via https://www.facebook.com/
RainbowHeronCafe and see more about our work
at https://rainbowheroncafe.wordpress.com, which
includes our Blog and information about the new
Sheffield Mental Health Activism Group’
www.spirit-of-the-rainbow-heron.com
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